**ARTIST!**

In the midst of the bustling cityscape, a portrait of a woman with a thoughtful expression stood out. The artist, F. W. Whiting, had depicted her in a scene of quiet contemplation, capturing the essence of the moment. The background, a blend of soft colors and delicate brushstrokes, served to highlight the subject's serene demeanor. The portrait, a testament to Whiting's skill, was on display at an art exhibition, drawing admiring looks from passersby.

---

A Reluctant Avenger.

For years, Edward Daugherty had been the talk of the town. His exploits as a thief and con man were legend, but his recent transformation into a gentleman had turned many heads. His latest enterprise, opening a reputable law office, had earned him the respect of the community. However, his past could not be erased, and even his new clients were unsure of his true intentions. The city was on edge, waiting to see if Daugherty would resort to his old tricks.

---

**The Shaving and Haircutting Parlor.**

In the heart of the city, a small parlor offered a sanctuary for men of all ages and walks of life. Here, Henry Long, the owner, had created a space where men could unwind after a long day. From the latest barbering techniques to the most comfortable chairs, the parlor was a haven for those seeking a moment of tranquility. Henry's warm welcome and the soothing music added to the experience, making it a favorite among the city's residents.

---

**MAGAZINE.**

Dr. O. L. Flagg, the editor of the Magazine, stood before a crowd of eager readers, eager to share the latest news and insights from the world. His passion for journalism was evident in every word he spoke, and his commitment to providing quality content was unmatched. As he led the discussion, the audience was captivated, eager to learn more about the events shaping their world.

---

**The Providence Independent.**

The Independent was a voice for the people, dedicated to upholding the truth and promoting a better society. Its pages were filled with articles on the latest news, commentary on current events, and reports on the activities of the community. The newspaper was a beacon of hope, reminding readers of the importance of standing up for what was right, no matter the cost.
Thursday, July 10, 1891.

Recent on Tuesday, the Democratic gathering, while the Democratic convention was being held. It was noted that the President, through his influence, had the support of the majority of the convention. The President was re-elected on a ticket, with a majority of 10,000 votes.

Mr. Sherman is a safer guide than any of the candidates for the office of the President. He is over 60 years of age, has been a member of Congress, and has held the office of Governor of the State of New York. He is well known to the public, and has the confidence of the people.

Samuel G. Elkins, of Pittsburg, Pa., has been chosen for the Governor of the State of Pennsylvania. He is a strong advocate of the Democratic party, and has been a member of Congress for many years. He is well known to the people of the State, and has the confidence of the Democratic party.

The political season in advancing, and the nations of the Democratic party are already in a state of excitement. The Convention of the Democratic party is to be held in the city of Chicago, in the month of August, to nominate a candidate for the office of President. The Convention is expected to be a large one, and the excitement is anticipated to be great.
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ALARM BELLING.

Mr. James R. Garber, of Philadelphia, will be an important speaker on the latter subject.

THE MAIN BUILDING OF THE KAHUNSTON COMPANY.

Disastrous Conflagration !

The Main Building of the Kahunston Company, at 20th Street and Market, was totally destroyed by fire early Thursday morning. The building is estimated to be worth $100,000 and the insurance to be $75,000. The Kahunston Company is well known for its high-gradeAmericanBrick. The building was erected in 1885.

II

THE MAIN BUILDING OF THE KAHUNSTON COMPANY.

The most disastrous conflagration in the history of the city has just been witnessed at 20th Street and Market. The Kahunston Company's main building was destroyed by fire early this morning. The building is estimated to be worth $100,000 and the insurance to be $75,000. The Kahunston Company is well known for its high-grade American Brick. The building was erected in 1885.

BLAIRSMITHING.

Blacksmithing has taken a prominent position in the manufacturing world, and the old-time smithy has been replaced by the modern plant, where the tools and machinery are the instruments of the trade. The blacksmith is no longer a solitary worker, but is a member of a large organization.
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STANG'S AUTOFREIGHT.

Mr. Frank Stang, of the Stang Auto Freight Company, will be in the city to-day.
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For years we have had a great deal to do with clothing the people of Montgomery county. From your 60 horses and chronic diseases will be treated two years we have made many important improvements just as a growing business has stimulated greater and more intelligent effort. This season is no exception. On the contrary the vast array of 600 horses and chronic diseases will be attended to, **attention given to surgical operations.**

**AbaoIntalT unfailing HOME TREATMENT—Benefit in a day.**

fit ran gt hen WEAK, UNDEVELOPED ORGANS* PARTS OF BODY.

June 8-ly.

II Low prices and fair dealings

Favor me with your

A FULL STOCK OF

Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
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